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Achieving your goals
is nearer than you’d think
Custom electric bicycle-based mobility systems from docking through charging to GPS-traced
monitoring. Operational, proven in practice flexible, ready to install. From the simplest single-station
setup to complex regional services.

Electric bike, bike pass, public bike system. All are well-known terms. If, however, we wish to
build an easy-to-use system from these terms (whether we are an SME or a large company, a touristic service
provider, campus, industrial park, office building or residential community or even a local government with
mobility development objectives, or any combination of these), enthusiasm is quickly taken over by caution.
“IT development”, “The bike needs to be issued to Uncle Joe”, “It will cost a lot” are but a few of the
counterarguments that can
foil a development or investment project of this nature.
All of the above issues can be eliminated, or they do not even emerge with the package provided with free
dimensioning now offered by Pannon WOW. We can provide a flexible solution matching the needs over
a short time, without time-consuming IT development.
The basis of our solution is WOW-Mobility Solution, developed in Belgium and successfully tried and proven
in a number of locations.
Among others, the key differences of the Pannon-WOW system and the other bike systems all over the world are:
• freely expandable and with free dimensioning (with the smallest dimension being a single station)
• Includes 21st century application, registration and payment solutions (you do not need to connect to the
system via the interface of the customer service centre or the rental station),
• the bicycles are uniquely traced by intelligent and active GPS tracking system and can be locked anywhere,
• the bicycles are inductively charged, which helps avoid the faults emerging during docking connection;
the batteries do not need to be removed for charging,
• they are fitted with active theft protection and central alarm,
• the monitoring system ensures easy advance reservation of the bicycles,
• the geographical area, in which the bicycle may be used can be determined.
Pannon WOW is the first tangible and efficient solution to make environmentally conscious and broadly
available mobility a part of our lives not only at large, but at small scale as well.
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For businesses
For businesses that wish to support their employees’ mobility,
even between various company sites, during lunch time, or for
commuting. It is ideal for trips where the distance covered in
a single go is not greater than 15-20 km.
In accordance with the general practice, access to the
bicycles is determined by the company, in which case
the employee does not pay for the usage.

Tourism
For touristic enterprises (in the proximity
of accommodations, bike rental companies,
tourist attractions and other transport
junctions), who wish to develop
their services and expect to realise
supplementary income in doing so.
In such a case, the user of the bicycle
pays in advance for the usage, according
to the predetermined rates.
The investment represents no additional
scopes of work for the service provider, the
system is fully autonomous, and its return can
be precisely measured and calculated.
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Property developers
and operators
Around larger industrial parks and office buildings,
it may be the element of the property rental service
(free of charge), or rented to anyone regularly or
occasionally visiting the area.

Public transport
For local governments, educational institutions (primarily campuses), sports facilities
and events, where occasional or systemic mobility requirements of larger communities
must be met and developed. In this case, the tariff system applicable to usage
characterised by a larger number of shorter-distance uses may be applied. In these
cases, it is especially important that anyone can be a system user 24/7, regardless
of location, and the bicycles must be able to recharge rapidly and reliably, to
become available again as soon as possible. Pannon WOW offers a complete
package, including operational services for such cases.
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Summary
The smallest available size of the electric bicycle rental system we sell is 1 station (with
5 bicycle dockers) and 5 bicycles. This dimension is freely expandable and scalable,
both in terms of the number of stations and bicycles (it is not necessary to have an equal
number of dockers and bicycles).
All elements of the system are ready (not under development) and have operational
references (LinBike, Lynköping). Ready to order and install, with both the bicycles and
the software developed in Europe.
The monitoring software managing the whole system allows for a yet unregistered future
user to rent a bicycle within 5 minutes and to use the bicycle. Rental only needs
a smartphone and (optionally) a bank card.
The docker charges the lithium ion batteries of the docked bicycles in a wireless manner.
The smart locks, forming part of the system can be used to lock the bicycles anywhere;
and they can only be opened by the persons renting them.
The bicycles are lightweight and have a maximum speed of 25 km/h, with multiple
gears and a 7-speed electric power assistance. The system is freely expandable to rental
of cars and any other transport means (e.g. boats).
All the bicycles, dockers as well as the IT interfaces (mobile phone application) are
customisable and can be painted, decorated, and the language of the operating interfaces
of the smartphone application and the monitoring software can be selected
(Hungarian is available).
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Our bicycle sharing and rental system is composed of 3 main parts:
1. Electric bicycle with its own locking system
2. Docking station with wireless connection, to charge the bicycles (inductively)
3. IT monitoring system + smartphone application
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Electric bicycle
with its own locking system
The bicycle, weighing only 22.5 kg, has an aluminum frame and is fitted with a 250 W (0.34 HP) electric
motor with 7 speeds, with a 5-speed power assistance function. Its range is 60 km, and its maximum speed
is limited to 25 km/h. The lithium ion battery is an integrated part of the structure, and is only removable by
mechanics using special service tools.
Charging time: 2-3 hours of charging in the docker, in a wireless, inductive manner.

Additional functions:
• digital speedometer and odometer,
• Continuous GPS tracking using 4G SIM card,
• proprietary smart lock, powered by the bicycle’s battery, unlocking ensured by a unique QR code
and a phone application.
• USB port charging option for telephones
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Docking station
charging the
bicycles without
connection
Dockers ensure the anti-theft storage of the bicycles
when not in use and their inductive charging without
contacts. It also allows the bicycle to be “released” to
the entitled user following registration and payment/
subscription in advance. Its space requirement is
approximately 5 dockers for a normal-sized car
park. Following pick-up (release) of the bicycles
takes place after reading the unique QR code found
on the docker. The dockers are made of anodised
aluminium, they are grey in colour and completely
weatherproof. They are of anti-vandalism design;
their installation only requires a 230 V power supply
and a flat surface.
Minimum/maximum size in case of dockers
connected in series: 3-10 bicycle dockers.
An arbitrary number of docking lines can be set up
at a station.
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IT monitoring system
+ smartphone application
The smartphone application’s purpose for the user (tenant of the bicycle) is to:
• to allow fast registration (taking not more that a few minutes, only requiring a smartphone),
• allow payment using any of the most advanced payment systems via mobile phone,
• allow removal of the bicycle from the docker,
• locking and unlocking the bicycle anytime with the bicycle lock fitted on it.

The IT monitoring system’s purpose for the operator is to:
• manage the transactions of the users’ registrations, usages and payments, connecting to the mobile phone
application of the users,
• operate the dockers, the bicycle locks and control access to them,
• track in real time, which bicycle is being used by which user and where,
• provide information concerning the status of the various system elements
(e.g. utilisation of the dockers, level of the bicycle batteries),
• prepare a wide range of reports for the operator concerning the system.
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Key features:
• web-based
• modular construction:
asset manager
property manager
reservation manager
user manager
• WiFi / 4G connection
• independent or service-based
• complies with the GDPR requirements
• complies with OWASP top 10
requirements
• WCAG 2.0 A level rating

Other information:
Installation time:
after purchase order: 2-6 months
(depending on the number of bicycles and dockers)
Reference:
LinBike, Lynköping
(160 thousand residents, 200 bicycles, 19 stations)
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